
 
 
 
 
 

4th Quarterly Issues 2015/Program Report 
 
 
Following is a list of the treatment of the issues ascertained by WOR Radio, New 
York, NY as the most important to our listening community.  The list of programs 
includes the three month period ending December 31st, 2015 and is by no 
means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any 
priority or significance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quarterly Issues/Program Report  
4th Quarter 2015 
 
The following is a list of WOR-AM Programs which aired regularly in all dayparts and which 
consistently addressed the foregoing issues and have continued to do so in the quarter ending 
December 31st, 2015.  These programs include the most significant community issues 
ascertained by WOR-AM presented as programs or segments of programs. 
 
Len Berman and Todd Schnitt in the Morning: New York media icon Len Berman and radio 
veteran Todd Schnitt team up for this daily show featuring lively discussions with callers and 
guests about today’s top topics, with a particular emphasis on stories impacting the tri-state area.  
Len and Todd are joined in-studio by News Director Joe Bartlett.  “Len Berman and Todd Schnitt 
in the Morning” airs Monday through Friday from 6:00am-10am. 
 
The Mark Simone Show: Mark Simone's broadcasts are filled with lively conversation, colorful wit, 
savvy insight into current events, and an insider’s look at the rich, powerful and famous. His 
broadcasts bring you a smooth blend of important issues, interesting stories and blockbuster 
guests. He is one of the most experienced interviewers on the planet. His past guest list is 
staggering and his long history with those famous names often makes for some pretty intimate 
and forthcoming interviews. Mark Simone broadcasts on WOR Monday through Friday 10AM to 
12PM. 
 
The Rush Limbaugh Show:   The Rush Limbaugh Show has helped redefine the political 
landscape.  Before Rush Limbaugh began broadcasting on network radio 15 years ago, political 
talk was often dry, hackneyed, and boring.  Rush Limbaugh's lively, humorous, and just plain fun 
program has rocketed his show to the most listened-to long form program in the history of 
network radio. 
 
The Sean Hannity Show:  Known for his provocative, free-wheeling, passionate commentary on 
politics and the American agenda, Sean Hannity hosts the second most listened-to long form 
program in network radio. 
 
The WOR Sports Zone with Pete McCarthy:  Pete McCarthy has the inside-scoop on the day’s 
top sports stories.  This lively, fast-paced show features guest interviews and listener calls, and 
frequently serves as the lead-in or follow-up to New York Mets baseball game coverage.  The 
WOR Sports Zone with Pete McCarthy broadcasts live on weekdays from 6PM-9PM. 
 
Dave Ramsey Show:  Dave Ramsey, a personal money-management expert, is an extremely 
popular national radio personality, and author of the New York Times best-sellers. He devotes 
himself full time to helping ordinary people understand the forces behind their financial distress 
and how to set things right. Ramsey broadcasts on WOR every Monday through Friday from 
9pm-midnight. 
 
Coast to Coast with George Noory:  Noory captivates program listeners with his discussions of 
paranormal phenomena, time travel, alien abductions, conspiracies and all things curious and 
unexplained. He is driven, he has said, by the desire to solve the great mysteries of our time. 
Coast to Coast with George Noory airs Monday through Saturday from 12am-5am.  
 
First Morning News with Joe Bartlett: Joe Bartlett discusses newsmakers, latest news, weather 
and traffic information from 5am to 6am Monday through Friday from 5am-6am. 
 
The WOR Saturday Morning Show: Recaps what happened during the week, giving listeners an 
opportunity to talk about what's on their minds and to introduce them to some very unique New 
Yorkers. Saturday Morning airs Saturdays from 6am – 7:00am. 
 



The Travel Show with Arthur and Pauline Frommer: Get ready to pack your bags and travel smart 
as Arthur Frommer guides you through luxurious travel on a budget. Arthur provides 
commentary on recent developments in travel, including travel bargains available all over the US 
airs Sundays 12noon-2pm. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Quarterly Issues/Program Report  
4th Quarter 2015 
 

 WOR Radio airs local news every hour throughout the broadcast day. 
  

 WOR Radio provides comprehensive coverage of all local, state and 
 national elections and primaries including discussions with the candidates 
 about the issues leading up to the primaries and elections, listener call-in 
 opinion and discussion as well as review of platforms, polls and 
 community impact of each case. 
 

 The time and duration of programs listed previously are the regularly 
 scheduled times for each program.  On the occasion of a major breaking 
 story of local, state, national or international importance, regular 
 programming is pre-empted to provide the public with complete coverage 
 of the given event. 
  

 The format of WOR is news/talk. Programs on WOR Radio usually involve 
discussions of more than one subject per day and often vary from caller to 
caller.  The following is a list of programs and coverage of the issues 
ascertained from the community for the period ending December 31, 2015. 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Quarterly Issues/Program Report 
4th Quarter 2015 
 
 

Issues Ascertained by WOR-AM Radio as Important To The Listening 
Community 
 
 
Period Ending December 31, 2015 
 
Government/Politics: 
*National 
*Local 
 
Health Issues 
 
Consumer 
 
Ethnic/Race 
 
Crime/Drugs 
 
Women/Gender 
 
Finance 
 
Youth 
 
Education 
 
Social 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Quarterly Issues/Program Report  
4th Quarter 2015 
 
Issue  Program  Date  Time   Duration  Description  

Social     Len and Todd 10-01-15 8:07am 6 min    Len and Todd 

discusses a major study by University of London on tweeting from your phone as 

opposed to tweeting from a laptop/desktop.  They see that the tweets from a phone are 

much more negative than from sit down computers. They go on to discuss how the 

phone tweets are more about "me or I" due to the instant reaction. 

 

Politics             Simone            10-1-15           10:40am          10 minutes Pollster Kelly 

Anne Conway and Mark discussed Trumps position in the polls and the effect he is 

having on the other candidates. Kelly Anne now believes that Trump could win the 

Republican nomination. 

 

Crime      Len and Todd 10-02-15 6:30am  8 minutes Len and Todd 

talk about the Umpqua Community College shooting and the impact the media has on it. 

Early reports would not give the gunman's name and talked about if it was this a copycat 

shooting. They go on to discuss if this the new norm and if  we are becoming immune 

and accustomed to these horrible events. 

 

Politics             Simone             10-5-15           10:40am         11 minutes Michael 

Goodwin and Mark discussed gun control after the Oregon college shootin. They also 

talked about president Obama and John Kerry dropping the ball when it comes to the 

iran nuke deal. They are saying President Obamas weakness has allowed the rise of 

Russia, Cuba, North Korea and Syria. 

 

Crime               Simone            10-5-15            11:40am          9 minutes  Dan abrams 

and Mark talked about the twentieth anniversary of the OJ Simpson trial, its impact on 

society, and how it made everyone involved in the actual trial  a media star. Johnny 

Cochran, Judge Ito, Marcia Harding. Etc.    

 

Crime               Simone           10-6-15            10:40am         10 minutes Lionel and 

Mark discussed the shooting in Oregon and if the real problem with gun violence is all 

the fault of big Pharma. They discuss whether or not people on anti-depressants should  

be able to purchase weapons.      

 

Race                 Simone           10-7-15            10:40am         9 minutes   Inside Edition 

host Deborah Norville and Mark talked about  a black women’s book club that got kicked 

off a wine train in Napa Valley California. The conductor called the police and had the 

group removed from the train. The conductor claims it was because the women were too 

loud. The women think it’s because they are black, and therefore they are suing the train 

company. 

 



 

Crime/Drugs Len and Todd 10-07-15 8:26am 10 minutes Len and Todd 

talk about the FBI thwarting a recent attempted sale of radioactive material. They 

discuss the chances and the options for a “Dirty Bomb” and how it would affect NYC had 

something happened here, and what precautions are being used right now in NY at 

many tourist sites. 

 

Health  Len and Todd 10-07-15 9:07am  11 minutes Todd talks 

about women losing calcium when pregnant.  He discusses a story of woman who was 

questioned  at a traffic stop on whether or not she was on drugs because of her bad 

teeth . Len and Todd fielded calls on both sides of the issues about loss of calcium when 

pregnant. 

 

Crime/Drugs  Len and Todd   10-12-15  6:45am 9 minutes Three women 

are shot in flatiron district, outside a club. Len and Todd discuss the latest and bring in a 

correspondent live from the Flatiron with updated news, and live analysis. 

 

Crime/Drugs  Len and Todd 10-13-15 8:12AM 7 minutes Len and Todd 

discuss how recent shooting in Waterbury CT  has brought up the gun debate.   A 

customer at the restaurant, legally armed, apprehended, then shot and killed the 

attempted armed robber. Len and Todd discuss whether or not this should be looked at 

as a heroic act or an illegal one.  

 

Social                 Simone         10-20-15             10:40am        9 minutes NY Daily 

News columnist Linda Stasi and Mark discussed the Kardashian curse and the trouble 

that befalls all the men that come into contact with these women, the latest victim being 

NBA star Lamar Odom.  Mr. Odom was found unconscious in a Nevada brothel over the 

weekend and was transferred to a LA Hospital. 

 

Politics                Simone          10-21-15            10:40am        10 minutes Ann Coulter 

and Mark discussed Donald Trump’s huge lead in the polls, and the fact that anyone 

who has held this big of a lead for this long has always won the nomination of their party. 

They also discussed Ann’s latest article which dealt with the same subject. 

 

Politics/Social      Simone          10-22-15            10:40am          9 minutes Bill O’Reilly 

and Mark talked about Mr. O’Reilly new book: Killing Reagan. They talked about how 

Reagan was a much different man until he married Nancy. He was a womanizer and a 

partier. It wasn’t until Nancy showed up that he decided to turn his life around and get 

into politics.       

 

Consumer Len and Todd   10-23-15  8:15am 6 minutes Port Authority 

Bus Terminal will be rebuilt at the cost of 10 Billion dollars. The entire facility is 

overcrowded and needs to be updated. Len and Todd talk about what really needs to be 



done and if this much money needed for a terminal the only objective is to get people in 

and out easily. 

 

Crime/Drugs  Len and Todd   10-26-15  6:07am 11 minutes Len and Todd 

discuss police finding the gun that shot officer Randolph Holder and how the search led 

to the East River.  They debate on how much this affects the DNA evidence and the 

areas of the city still being searched for more of the evidence. 

 

Politics     Len and Todd 10-26-15 7:26am 10 minutes Len and Todd 

discuss the fact that Al Sharpton, who has been very vocal against the police, was 

scheduled to talk at the funeral of Police Officer Holder. They discuss if the family wants 

him to speak then it is in the best interest of all involved to have him at the funeral. They 

invite callers to give their opinions as well which take both sides of the issue 

 

Social  Len And Todd 11-02-15      6:28 AM 8 minutes Halloween 

was deadly in the Bronx, as a car smashed into a group of children trick or treating.  

There have also been reports of needles in candy in Pennsylvania and Ohio. Len and 

Todd discuss how parents need to pay attention since these stories are not just urban 

legends.   

 

Finance            Simone         11-2-15           10:40am            10 minutes Charles 

Payne from Fox Business Network called and talked with Mark about the upcoming 

debate on FBN. They also talked about the last debate that caused the RNC to cancel 

the next debate NBC has scheduled. Both Mark and Charles agreed that the moderators 

were biased against the Republicans. 

 

Politics   Len and Todd 11-03-15 7:44 am 11 minutes Len and Todd 

discuss the future of The Zadroga Act, which provides medical care to 9/11 first 

responders.  Rep. Peter King talks about how benefits are due to expire and how we 

need to protect the very people who put their lives on the line to save so many.   

 

Politics/Social   Simone          11-3-15          10:40am             10 minutes NY Daily 

News columnist Linda Stasi called and discussed with Mark the GOP candidates putting 

pressure on the media for being too liberally biased. The GOP has recently pulled all of 

their debates from all of NBC’s platforms. 

 

Health Issues    Len and Todd  11-06-15 9:00 am   12 minutes Dr. Oz comes 

in studio to talk health issues and his appearance at  iHeart’s upcoming Health Expo 

which is free to the public. He explains to Len and Todd the WHO's latest news about 

bacon and other foods that are not healthy to eat. He also shows ways to have those 

"guilty pleasure" foods like bacon, by looking for brands with no nitrates. 

 

Consumer    Len and Todd 11-09-15 9:25 am  14 minutes A Long Island 

mall decided not to have a Christmas tree for the Christmas season. Len and Todd talk 



about why this was done and how it would hurt the mall's numbers with consumers and 

how the negative press means less people would go there. Listeners call in to discuss 

their feeling on the “War on Christmas” and how it has gone too far. 

 

Crime   Len and Todd  11-16-15   9:07 am 10 minutes Len and Todd 

discuss the Paris attacks and the rumors that the United States might be next. They go 

on to discuss how things have been thwarted here and they invite callers to talk about 

their biggest fears and thoughts on the issue. A WOR correspondent joins the discussion 

here in NY as the city tightens security in the wake of the devastation in Paris. 

 

Ethnic/Race    Len and Todd 11-10-15 9:25 am  14 minutes Len and Todd 

talk about the Missouri protests and how it was escalated from a minor story to a football 

team threatening to walk out on a game.  They discuss the reasons this happened and 

how this was elevated from a social media posting to a student organization taking up 

the cause.  Students claim they were victims of racial slurs and Nazi propaganda. It also 

caused a University President to lose his job. 

 

Politics              Simone        11-10-15           11:40am           8 minutes   Chris Cuomo 

and Mark talked about the GOP debate on The Fox Business Network. Chris thinks that 

FBN will focus more on the economy and have less “gotcha moments” Mark predicted 

that Trump will be the winner of the debate and that his performance tonight would 

possibly be the end of Jeb Bush’s campaign for President. 

 

Politics              Simone        11-11-15           11:40am            10 minutes Ann Coulter 

and Mark discussed the GOP debate from last night. Both agreed that Trump did well. 

Rubio and Cruz didn’t hurt their positions. Jeb Bush again did nothing to improve his 

standings. John Kasich and Carly Farina still have very little backing from the American 

public. 

 

Politics              Simone          11-16-15           10:40am          10 minutes New York 

Post columnist Michael Goodwin called to talk with Mark. They discussed the terror 

attacks in Paris and their impact on the United States. Michael’s column suggests that 

President Obama has to decide to lead the world in the face of the crisis or move aside 

and let someone else lead. 

 

Government/Politics Len and Todd 11-18-15 8:15 am  10 minutes Len and Todd 

talk about the Syrian refugees coming into the country. Certain politicians want to restrict 

or stop this. The two local governors, Cuomo and Christie spoke to the media, with each 

taking opposing views while Len and Todd discuss how some states have said they 

won’t take them in, but legally there is no way it can be done. Then the duo discuss if 

they would accept these refugees in, or would they “Take a pause” until the situation has 

been settled a little more. 

 



Crime/Drugs Len and Todd 11-19-15 8:45  5 minutes With the 

recent terror attacks, Len and Todd had our reporter out to speak with New Yorkers to 

get their opinions on the security measures at local tourist attractions. Former Police 

Commissioner Bernard Kerik stopped by and spoke giving his opinion on what NY is 

doing and what it can do going forward, as well as advising people to be vigilant. 

 

Politics              Simone          11-19-15            11:40am         9 minutes  ABC News 

Chief Legal Affairs Correspondent Dan Abrams and Mark talked about the terrorist 

attack in Paris, and whether they should have any impact on President Obama’s position 

on how to handle Syrian refugees looking to enter the United States. 

 

Government       Simone         11-23-15            11:40am        11 minutes Monica 

Crowley and Mark discussed how to handle the problem of whether or not to allow the 

Syrian refugees into the United States and the fact that President Obama  seems to be 

over matched when it comes to his approach to Foreign Policy.   

 

Health   Len and Todd 11-25-15 9:55 am   8 minutes Tomorrow is 

Thanksgiving, Len and Joe Bartlett talk to a registered dietician from About.com Rachel 

Berman, who explains how Thanksgiving is the number one most calories consumed 

day of the year on average. She talks about how to portion out the food and still enjoy 

the holiday, by pacing yourself so that you don’t overdo it. 

 

Social     Len and Todd  11-30-15     8:30am     10 minutes Len and Todd 

discuss the “Fake Santa” who is outside of Macy’s and charging $5 a picture like a 

panhandler. They talked about whether or not this is ethical and legal. They explain how 

it is not in the spirit of the season, but the "Bad Santa" says he only takes donations or 

tips.  

 

Politics               Simone          11-30-15            11:40 am       11 minutes  Charlie 

Gasparino of the Fox Business Network and Mark talked about Donald Trump and his 

latest trouble with mocking a handicapped journalist, and the Muslim celebrating in New 

Jersey controversy.  Their discussion focused on whether the GOP front-runner is 

unnecessarily fanning the flames against this ethnic group. 

 

Consumer Len and Todd   12-02-15          6:15am       8 minutes  Len and Todd 
discuss the new Manhattan area code. With phone numbers and cell phones taking up 
more numbers, NYC will need a new exchange soon. Local businesses are worried 
about the blowback they may have with consumers because of the change and the cost 
to companies for new publications. 
 

Politics              Simone          12-2-15             10:40am    9 minutes Syndicated TV 

and Radio host Lionel and Mark discussed the current positions of GOP and Democratic 

front-runner candidates Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton and how Trump is impacting 

the other GOP candidates’ campaigns.   

 



Social  Len and Todd  12-04-15 7:10am          4 minutes Len and Todd 

discuss gun control. The Ulster County New York sheriff urged all county residents who 

are legally licenced to carry a gun to do so. Len and Todd discuss this and measures of 

how to keep these guns safe and how Todd keeps his guns available but still safe from 

anyone accessing them who shouldn’t be.   

 

Social  Len and Todd 12-07-15  9:16am         4 minutes Todd talks 

about a New York City restaurant that was shut down for health code violations. New 

York has a system of ratings (A,B,C,D etc.) that rank it for health code violations. Todd 

discusses this and shows how some restaurants can have a lower rating but actually be 

more clean than ones with a higher rating due to the code violations one has vs the 

other. 

 

Crime   Len and Todd 12-09-15   8:13am          6 minutes A Jersey City 

mosque is getting hate mail and voicemails sent to them after the recent attacks across 

the world. Len and Todd discuss security around the mosques and if they are a threat to 

our security, not because of terror by them, but senseless retaliation against them. 

 

Politics              Simone          12-9-15              10:40am 10 minutes New York 

Post columnist Michael Goodwin and Mark talked about President Obama’s reluctance 

to call the terrorist “radical Muslims.”  They both feel as though the President doesn’t 

seem to be the side of Americans. 

 

Education     Len and Todd 12-10-15    7:09am          6 minutes Lebanon 

Valley College in PA has been petitioned by students to change the name of “Lynch 

Memorial Hall.”   The students contend the name evokes “Lynching” even though the 

name is a memorial to Clyde Lynch, a former president of the college. Len and Todd 

discuss how this is becoming an issue in education circles, as protests over names and 

memorials at colleges may offend groups, even when they are not directly related to 

them. 

 

Consumer       Len and Todd 12-10-15  8:17am  5 minutes Hoverboards 

are becoming extremely popular, however their safety are coming into question. Recent 

videos have surfaced about these expensive toys exploding and causing fires. Len and 

Todd discussed, as well as took calls from listeners who told their stories of injuries and 

whether they will still be getting them as gifts. 

 

Crime  Len and Todd 12-15-15      6:22am        6 minutes Len and Todd 

talk about the Vegas “porch pirates”. People are stealing packages in broad daylight 

from houses that have been delivered. They discuss this and what can be done to 

prevent and what to be careful for. 

 

Politics             Simone          12-15-15           10:40 am     10 minutes New York 

Post columnist Michael Goodwin and Mark talked about the upcoming GOP debate. 



They also talked about the Terror attacks in San Bernardino, and how President Obama 

is fairing as a wartime leader. 

 

Politics              Simone         12-17-15          11:40am         9 minutes CNN 

“Newday” host Chris Cuomo and Mark talked about Donald Trump’s huge lead in all the 

polls, and his impact on the race for the GOP Presidential nomination. They also 

discussed when the time will be right for some of the lesser candidates to drop out of the 

race. 

 

Social  Len and Todd 12-18-15      6:27am            4 minutes Len and Todd 
discuss the “No Credible Threats” statement from Obama as the holiday approaches. 
The President stated that there are no credible threats as we approach Christmas and 
that we should “carry on but be vigilant.”  Len and Todd then discuss if this makes 
people feel safe or does it give a false sense of security, and what should people do this 
holiday to keep safe. 
 
Social Len and Todd 12-21-15      7:25am           5 minutes  Len and Joe 
discuss the boy scout leader who was trapped in a cave and attacked by a bear. He was 
there with three boy scouts, and was attacked, and trapped in a cave. Len and Joe talk 
about how local officials explain the technique the scouts used to lure the bear out using 
scout trail mix, including using snacks and fire and then calling 911. 
 
Education  Len and Todd 12-21-15      8:25am            5 minutes Len and Joe 
discuss a school that is cancelling a dance due to “Dirty Dancing”. A New Hampshire 
school is cancelling all dances due to “Dirty Dancing” that they say leads to violence. 
The teacher explains that this is more than a few kids, as well as discuss is this really a 
“threat”. 
 

Politics              Simone          12-21-15          10:40am        10 minutes New York 

Post columnist Michael Goodwin and Mark talked about  what they feel is President 

Obama’s  inability to lead effectively as a “terror time” President. They also discuss how 

New York C ity Mayor Bill de Blasio has now acknowledged that there is a problem with 

homelessness in New York City.  They also discussed the corruption that has plagued 

Albany: Sheldon Silver and Dean Skelos and his son have been convicted, and Mark 

and Michael discuss whether Governor Cuomo be the next in line. 

 
 
 

 
 


